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ABSTRACT

Sonny Hendrawan - 02 07 03578

Information has played important role for man’s activity. By getting information, people can learn something. When internet was invented, it has made spreading information become very easy and fast without time and space boundary. The internet also affects banking industry. Account holders demand a more efficient way of doing their business anytime, anywhere. This can be done by using internet as media for doing transactions.

This final project was motivated to provide such convenience. A web-based banking application is built using JSP (Java Server Pages) and Servlet technology. JSP is an web interface that communicates with account holder and Servlet provides the business logic which handles the transactions. This application provides banking transactions such as view information about account, transfer and bill payment.

This web-based application which called JOEBanking that implements JSP and Servlet technology has been successfully built using Java 2 Platform language and Oracle 9i database. By using this web-based banking application, account holder will be easily doing their banking transactions anytime, anywhere through the internet.

Keywords: internet, JSP and Servlet, banking transactions
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